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EFFECT OF THE PROXIMITY OF THE WING FIRST-BENDING FREQUENCY AND
THE SHORT-PERIOD FREQUENCY ON THE AIRPLANE
DYNAMIC-RESPONSE FACTOR 1
By CARL R. Ih-ss and JA._TESJ. D_)),'Er.AN
SUMMARY
A study 'd the effect ,_ the Jreque;w!l of the lowest
wing structural mode o. the airplane eenter-of-gra_,ity
dynamic-response factor was made by employing
simplified tran_@r fu._eti,ms. It wad found that the
simplified transfer.function adequately predicted the
maximum value qf the incremental normal-load-
factor response at the airplane center qf gravity to
isosceles triangle pulse elecator inputs.
The results _ the study are presented i_. the form of
preliminary design charts which, gire a comparison
between the dynamie-re,_ponse factors of the semi-
rigid case and the airplane longitudinal short-period
ease and between the dynomie-response factors qf the
semirigid case and the steady-state raIue of the air-
plane longitudinal short-period response. These
charts can be used to estimate the first-order effects qf
the additiou of a wing-bending degree el freedom on,
the ,_hort-period dy,amie-response factor and on the
maximum dynamic-response Jactor when compared
with the steady-,_tate response qf the system. The re-
sults show that a structurally damped frequency
greater thal_ six times the short-period damped fre-
quency will not affect lhe dyJmmic-response factor qf
the semirigid short-period response at the airplane
celder (_ gravity aml that, when. the frequencies are
equal, the semirigid dynamic-response factor may be
as much as 1.6 times that of the slwrt period. The
results also show that the maximum dynamie-respon,_e
factor can be as much as 2.,_ times the steady-state re-
,_ponse of the system, depending upon the ratio of the
natural frequencies _( the structural and short-period
modes and upm_ the damping of the tw,_ mod_s.
INTRODUCTION
As airplanes have increased in size, speed, and
flexibility, analysis of the loads, stresses, and de-
flections associated with the longitudinal shorL-
period mode has become increasingly more com-
plex. This comph'xity resulls fl'om the need It) in-
elude not only the aeroelastic (,fleets associated
with stru('tural deformation but also the dynamic
effects of structural vibration. Considerable effort
is currently being ex-pended i,i the field of dynamic
amllysis and it ]ms become cush)nmry to express
the dynamic effeels of both aeroela.stieily and
structural vibration in terms of a dynamic-response
factor which relates the dynamic response of lhe
airl)lane to its sie_uly-sta, i,e response, Tile effect, s
of flexibility are genera,lly associated with a specific
response at the center of gravily of the airphme,
especially in the preliminary design slages; how-
ever, these effects at other points on the airframe
(such as a wing-tip deflection or a strain in a partic-
ular structural member) are often of inleresi.
The presenl-day use of l|,in high-aspcet-,'alio
wings on large high-speed airI)l'mes has resuhed in
a, lowering of the frequency of lhc wing structural
vibratory modes. As a consequence of this re-
duction in stiffness, the frequency of the lewes(.
wing vibratory mode is approaching the frequency
of the airplane short-period mode. The proximity
of the frequencies of these two modes has a. pro-
nouneed effect on the airplane dynamic-response
faelor. Although this effect has been known quali-
tatiw,ly for some time and studies of specific con-
figurations have been made, there has been no
simple numerical guide for estimating the effects
of this design trend. Possibly, this la('k is a natural
consequence of the nature of lhe mathematical
1 ransfer funct ions which relah' the airplane cent er-
of-gravity response to an incremental change in
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elevator angh,. These transfer functions are of a b
type which is usually regarded as being more Cu, Q,.
adaptable to specific studies than to generalization.
The purpose of this study was to determine
whether the results obtained by using the complete
transfer functions couhl also be obtained to a high
degree of approximation with related but greatly
simplified transfer rum, lions and whether this sim- ('F
plification was of such a mdure as to permil
generalization of the resuhs. The present paper Cm
illustrates the mdure and wdidity of the simtfiifi-
eat(on of the transfer function used and assesses as
to both magnitude and tremls the effect of the _-_:
proximity of the frequencies of the lowest wing
structural mode and the airplane short-period
mode on the airplane incremental normal load
factor at, the airplane center of gravity. The
results are sumnmrized in the form of design charts
which, it is believed, will be of value in the pre-
liminary design stages of an airlflane.
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#
wing span along elaslic axis, ft
(',_ dimensional transfer-function
coefficients h)r semirigid
CaSt
C'._ nondimensional transfer-
function coefficients for
semirigid <'ase
force coeffieielli due [o ehislic-wing
d effect ion, Fj,/qS
airplane piichii_g-nmnlcl_t coeffi-
cient about the eenler of gravily,
3I/qS7
airplane normal-force coefficient at
the airplane center of gravity,
_,,lqS
wing mean aerodynamic chord, ft.
kinetic energy, ft-lb
poleniial energy, fl,-lb
force, lb
airj)]alle nornlal force al Celliei' of
gravily, positive dowmvard, lb
spanwise bending-mode sllape along
wing elastic a:ds
spanwise twisting-mode shape aboul
wing elastic axis per unit lip
bending defleclion, radians/ft
g acceleration due to gTavily, ft/se(:=
11 wing-tip defleelion, h/7"., chords
h wing-lip deflection of elastic axis
due to l)ending, positive down-
ward, ft
section moment of inertia, lli'w.r 2,
slug-ft2/ft
dimensional rigid transfe>function
eoetlicients
K'i,K'.,,ICr, lnmMimensional rigid lransfer-func-
K's,K',., J tion coefficients
g_- radius of gyration about Y-axis,
cllords
k reduced angula,r frequency, c0_:/l:
l longitudinal distance from airplane
center of gravity lo wing elaslic
axis (fuliction of spanwise ](>ca-
tion), positive forward, ft
pilching moment about cenler of
gravit.,,, fl-lb
mass, slugs
seclion nla.ss, slugs/l'l
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A_ ineremenla] normal load factor al
airplane center of gravity (posi-
tive upward), 9 units
q dynamic pressure, lb/sq l't; also,
pitching _ngular velocity, ra<li-
a, ns/see
S wing phm-form area, sq fl
S' seelion mass moment about elaslic,
axis, m',_r, slug-fl/ft
s Laplace I ra.nsform variable
21r
T period of oseillalion, _-, see
T_ duration of triangular input, see
t lime, see
Y wqoeity, fps
:r longiludimd displacemen{, positive
forward, f[
y lateral or spanwise disphwement, ft
Z vertical displaeenwnt <>f airplane
center of gravity, positive down-
ward, ft
z vertical wing deflection of elastic
axis due to wing bending, post-
live downward, ft
a angle of a.ttacl_ positive when wing
leading edge is up, radians
Fo, r_, . . . r_ dimensional quasi-steady trans-
fer-function coefficients
Pq, I",, . . . 1"5 nondimensional quasi-steady
transfer-funelion eoemeienls
dynamic-response fa('tor at air-
plane center of gravily,
,X6_ incremental elevator deflection, pos-
itive when trailing edge is up, (leg
0 angle of pitch about airphme eent.er
of gravity, positive nose up,
radians
A sweep angle of elastic wing, dog
nondimensiomd airplane mass,
m al pS'5
damping parameter, pereent of crili-
eal damping
mass density of air, slugs/eu ft,
angle of twist of airfoil in pbme
perpendicular to elastic axis, posi-
tive when wing leading edge is
up, radians
angular frequency, radians/sec
P
¢
oJ
Subscripts:
A airplane
d damped
dy+_ dynamic
.f fuselage; slruetural
It flexible-wing degn'ee of freedom
max ma._mum
n naiural
o exposed wing
sp short period
,_r semirigid
w wing
Z vertical degq'ee of freedom
0 t)itehing degree of freedom
Dols are used to indicate differenlialion with
respect to.lime/ for e×amph,, O=dO/dt. The sub-
scripts a, O, h, h, g, [[, and 6 indicate differentiation
with respect to the subseriI>ts; for example,
CN_ --- dCx/da.
GENERAL C ONSIDERATIONS
In tim preliminary design stage of an airt)lane ,
the designer can, with presently available meIh-
ods, estimate the longitudinal short-period dy-
namic-response characteristics of the center of
gravity of a given configuration for rigid and
quasi-steady airframes. The rigid airframe is de-
fined in this paper as a structure that does not
deform or vihrate, the quasi-steady airfi'ame as
one which can deform but not. vibrate, and the
semirigid airframe as one which can both deform
an<t vihrate. The problem that the designer is
faced with in this preliminary design stage is lhe
effect of the airframe vibratory modes (particu-
larly those of the wing since it. is usually the most
flexible) on the quasi-steady airframe longitudinal
short-period dynamic response. The methods
available for cMculaling these effects are usually
rather eomph,x or require informalion which wouht
prohal)ly not; be readily available at this stage of
the design. The designer needs, therefore, some
means of estimating these effects which are simple
and are based on parameters which would be
available.
In this paper sueh means are presented in lhe
form of preliminary design charts which can be
used to estimate the effecls of the proximily of
the frequencies of lhc lowest wing structural mode
and the airphme short-period mode (quasi-steady
case) on lhe dynamic response at the center of
gravity of the semirigid airplane. The design
charts are based on the philosophy that in the
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preliminary design stage of a particular configura-
tion tile designer will be ahle to compute either
tile maximum incremental normal load factor for
the qm_i-steady ease or the steady-slate value of
the incremental normal load factor of the quasi-
steady ease. The charts are restricted to estimat-
ing the effects of only the lowest vihratory wing
bending mode on the incremental normal-load-
factor response at the center of gravity to chwator
control inputs. All other structural parts are con-
sidercd rigid. The charts arc further restricted to
a comparison of dynamic-response fqctors whie]_
art' defined as
(1)
_vhel'e (i._nd_n)ma x is the maximum amplitude of the
first peak of the time history of the incremental
normal load factor at the center of gravity and
An_t,,,_ is the steady-state amplitude of the t.ime
histo W of incremental normal load factor.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The procedure followed in this paper for study-
ing the effect of the proximity of the frequencies
of the lowest structural wing mode and the short-
period mode on the incremental normal-load
dynamic-response factor at the airplane center of
gravity was patterned after that. of references 1
and 2. Dynamic systems representing the incre-
mental normal-load-factor response at the center
of gravity to an eh,vator input and defined mathe-
matically by transfer functions were excited by
various isosceles triangular inputs and the maxi-
mum values of the resulting time responses were
expressed as ratios to the steady-state response
factors. This procedure was followed for systems
having the quasi-steady mode coupled with a
structural mode (semirigid ease) and for the quasi-
steady mode alone for a wide range of configura-
tions and frequencies and dampings of the two
modes. The dynamic-response factors thus ob-
lained for the system with two modes were then
expressed as ratios to those obtained for the sys-
tem with one mode to determine the effects in
question.
Although triangular inputs were used in this
study, it is helieved l}lat comparable results would
be obtained fro' other shapes of pulse-type inputs
since the process of expressing the semirigid results
as ratios to the short-period results tend to elimi-
nat(, the effects of different-shaped inputs. Isos-
ceh's triangh, inputs were used in this paper for
the following reasons: lhey approximate in shape
severe pilot-imposed inputs; their frequency con-
tent eouht be easily varied by changing their
duration T,; their frequency content could be
made suttleicnI to excite the wing stmleturM mode;
and they eouht 1)e easily handh, d mathematically
both by manual calculation and by aulonaatic (,lee-
r ronie calculation.
For existing airplanes with high.-aspeet-ralio,
thin, flexible wings, the lowest structural fre-
quency is usually associated with wing hending
and, therefore, wing bending was selected as the
lowest structural nmde for this investigation. The
theoretical system chosen for this study consisted
of three (levees of freedom: freedom in pitch,
vertical translation, and wing bending. The equa-
lions of motion developed by Lagrange's method
describing this system have been previously estab-
lished and are presented in reference 3. For con-
venienee they are also restated in appendix A of
this paper.
The assumptions made in this study included
the following: linearity, no change in airplane for-
ward velocity, small perturbations, and rigidity of
the fuselage and tail assemblies. These assump-
lions may tie summarized by the assuml)tion that
the motions of an aircraft with flexible wings are
described by the equations given in appendix A.
It was further assumed that the aircraft is staff-
e'dly and dynamically stable longitudinally, lhat
is, thai the aircraft short-perle(1 mode and struc-
tural mode are oscillatory and are damped.
As mentioned earlier in this section, the dynamic
systems used in this paper were defined mathe-
matically by transfer functions relating the inerc-
mcnl.d normal load factor at the center of gravity
to an incremental elevator input. Some of the
terms in the transfer functions could be eliminated
with small loss in accuracy and the amdysis was
made by using these simplified transfer functions.
In order to show this relationship, it is first
necessary to define the complete transfer funel.ions
and then demonstrate the simplifications that
can be made to obtain the simplified but practical
transfer functions. Hereafter in t.his paper the
word "complete" will refer to transfer flmctions
containing all the terms and the word "simplified"
will refer to the transfer function with some of its
terms omitted.
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COMPLETE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
The complete transfer functions relating the
incremental normal load factor ab the center of
gravity to the incremental elevator angle input
for the semirigid case, the quasi-steady case, and
the rigid case were obtained from the equations
of motion given in appendix A.
Semirigid case.--The transfer function for the
semirigid case which defines a system that ])as
1)oth wing quasi-steady deformation and wing
vibration is, in nondimensional form,
P 4 r 3 ! 2 _+" _"An,, C_._'+C_s÷Crs÷( sS+( ,_
,. ) (/_._ O:y:._ • r_, _ ,-, (2)
where the definitions of the C' coefficienis are
given in appendix B. In dimensional form the
Iransfer function may be written as
A_ , , (;s% C'_s%('_,% C'_s_ C'.
where the conversion factors of C' to C are given
in appendix C. The static value of this transfer
function is seen to be Cu/Cv The characterist.ic
equation may be factored into two quadratic
equations by GraeffCs method and written as
X<t'v=[,, _.%,(,o,,_(2,,).,__,+ (0o,,)/]
(4)
Quasi-steady case.--As indicated in reference 4
by letting rates of wing-tip deflection D2h--DA--O
in the equations for the semirigid case, the transfer
function for the quasi-steady case may he formed.
In this case the wings can deform but do not
vibrate. The transfer function for the quasi-
steady case may be written as
A n, , Fas_-_- r_,_q- r_
S_ is)-- s2÷rr__].r: (5)
where the F coefficients are defined in appendixes
B and C. The static value of this hmction is
seen to be FjF> I1 is interesting to note that
the static value of the semirigid case is equal
to the static wdue of the quasi-steady case
C:,/C4---- Fs/r_, since r0F'2:CoC'4 anti r0F'5= ('uC'9.
Rigid case, -By letting D2], D]_=h=O in the
equation for the semirigid case, the transfer
function for the rigid case may be formed and
written as
_ , . K_s% I,:_.;t 1(7
_: Is)= s% K,_+ IG (6)
where lhe [C eoemcients are defined in appendixes
B and C. Although the transfer functions of the
rigid case and the quasi-steady case ])ave flw
same form, the lransfer coefficients of the two
cases differ in that the transfer coefficients of the
rigid case are modified by the effects of wing
deformation to give the quasi-steady-case transfer
coefficients. The static value of this function
is [,:_/K:.
SIMPLIFIED TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
In order to determine whether the number of
terms in the complete transfer functions couhl be
reduced, studies of 15 airplane configurations
were made on an electronic analog computer by
using the complete transfer functions for the
semirigid case to% (4)) and the quasi-steady
ease (eq. (5)). The, configurations used covered
a range of wing sweep angles from 0° t:o 60 °, of
ratios of wing mass to airplane mass from 0.15
to 0.50, of airplane center-of-gravity positions
front 0.257 to 0.45_, and of dynamic pressures
from 100 to 800 poimds per square foot. These
studies indicated that some of the terms in the
numerator of the transfer functions did not con-
trihule appreciably to the maximum value of the
tinIe history of incremental normal load factor
for triangular inpuls but merely acted as phase
shifters and thus were not required for the pur-
poses of the present, study. Typical resiflts of
these studies are shown for the semirigid case in
figures 1 and 2 and for the quasi-steady case in
figures 3 and 4.
Semirigid case.--The contribution of the nu-
merator t,erms of the semirigid transfer function
with each numerator coefficient equal to unity is
shown in figure l(a). In figure l(b) the con-
trihution of each of these same numerator terms
is shown for typical values of the eoeffMents.
From plots such as these it, is seen that the C9 term
makes the most important contribution to the
maximum value of the incremental normal load
factor.
Calculations of incremental normal-load-factor
time response to isosceles triangle inputs were
then made by using only the C9 term in the
semirigid transfer function. These time histories
were compared with time histories' ot)taine(l from
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(a) Contribution of numerator terms with coefficients
equal to unity.
(b) Contribution of numerator terms for typical v-dues of
the coefficients: C9=563.25; Cs--50.376; C7--0.601;
Co= 0.504; and C5=- 0.0394.
FICVRE l. Contribution of individuM numer,ttor terms
of the semirigid tr-msfer function
An, C_s4 + Coss + CTs_ + Css -i Co
_-_s) = s'+ C1__ k C_s2+ C3s+ C_
to the comph.te response to a unit-amplitude isosceles
triangle input with Ti=l.0, C1=15.4414, C2=I16.8380,
Ca = 350.6639, -rod (7,4= 554.5269.
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F[CURE 2. Comparison of the response to a unit-ampli-
tu(le isosceles triangle input with 7','= 1.0 obtained from
using lhe simplified semirigid transfer fnnction
An C9
(8) = s_ k C,s_+ C_: + C3s+ C_
an(l the complete semirigid lransf,,r function
.-_nr C5 s4 _- _683 _ C7s _ -_ C88 _ C9
the complete transfer function (eq. (4)), to de-
termine how well the simplified transfer function
(C_ term only in the numerator) described the
maximum value of the thnc response of incre-
mental normal load factor for triangular inputs.
Typical comparisons are shown in figure 2(a) for
the ease when the frequencies of the modes are
different aml in figure 2(b) for the case when
t]w frequencies of the modes are equal.
On the basis of such computations it was
determined that the complete semirigid trans, fer
function (eq. (4)) could be reduced to
An C_
(s)= [s'+ 2_,_(o,,,),.,_+ (o,.)_,?][s_+ 2_::(,o,): 4 (_o,,)71
(7)
and still adequately descril)c the maximum wduc
of the time history of incremental normal load
factor for triangular inl)uis. The use of the
word "adequately" in this paper means generally
to within about, 3 percent and rarely more than
about 10 to 1.5 percent.
Quasi-_teady case. A similar procedure was
used to determine the contribution of the terms in
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the numerator of the quasi-steady transfer func-
tion (eq. (5)) to tile maximum value of tile time
response of tile incremental normal load factor.
In figure 3(a) tile contribution of the numerator
terms of the quasi-steady h'ansfer function with
each numerator coefficient equal to unity is
shown. In figure 3(b) the eontribut.ion of each
of these same nllnler,'_toF terms is shown for
typical values of the coefficients. In this ease it
is seen that Fs is the important term. Typical
comparison of a time history obtained fi'om the
reduced transfer function (r_ h,rm only in the
numerator) with (hat ol)t,ined from lh(, eompM<,
transfer function (eq. (5)) is shown in figure 4.
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FiclmE 3.--Contribution of itMividtml numer'ator terms
of the quasi-steady h'ansfi'r function
'.n, , r:+s2+ F_.,¢+r,_
_++ka')-- 's_ l_i,¢;4_r, '
to the eomlflet(_ re.apon_e to ,'t llliit-,tlnl>litu(le isosceh's
triangleinpui with T;--I.O, P_--3.4.q28j nnd 1'2 6.9921.
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From comparisons such as that shown in figure
4, it was determined that the eomph, te quasi-
steady transfer futwtion (eq. (5)) ('ouhl be re-
duced to
A n F_
a_+ (s) --s_ + r_,,.+ r_ (S)
and still ade<ttmtely describe tile maximunl value
of tile time history of incremental normal loam
ftwlor for triangular inputs.
Semirigid short-period case. -Since the denomi-
nator of equation (8) does not equal the short-
period part of the denominator of equa.tion (7),
it was fmmd convenient to define another transfer
function. This transfer fun('tion will be calh, d
the semirigid short-l)eriod case and is defined as
a,.. A (9)
a_, ts) =s, + 2i.,(_o.)+.s+ (+o,,)+]
whet'+ + the denomimttor of equation (9) is identical
to the short-period parL of tim denominator of
equation (7) and tile eonslan[ zl is equal to Co .(_,.)?
Tile use of this semirigid short-period transfer
funetion as a basis of comparison rather than the
quasi-steady ease reduced lhe computations to
practical proportions. If the quasi-steady case
had been used, it wouhl have been necessary to
estimate a new set of deriw_tives which make up
O
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-- -- Complete
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I"tr:URE 4.--Comparison of the re+ponse to a unit-ampli-
tude isosceles triangle input with T_-- 1.0 obt:dned from
using the simplified qtla._i-Meax|y lr.msfer function
All, z x__ _5
and the eontplete quasi-steady t.ransfi.r function
A n . . P_s _ + rAs + r._
_('+)= s++I r,s+r, "
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the transfer-fuuction coefficients for each new .8
configuration and flight condition, tIowever, by
defining tile semirigid short period, it was neces-
sary to choose only the damping and frequency .4
of the lwo modes without regard to the derivatives
which determine these parameters.
Actually, the semirigid short-period case is
practically equal to the quasi-steady case sine(, the
damping and frequency of the two cases are almost
the same for a wide range of configurations and
q values. (See figs. 5 and 6.) A comparison _"0
of the natural frequencies of the semirigid short-
period case with those of the quasi-steady case for
a wide range of configurations and q vqhws is _.4
shown in figure 5. A similar comparison of the -_
damping of the semirigid short-period ease with :_
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FI(:URE 5.- Comparison of the natural frequency of tim
semirigid short-pcriod mode with that of the quasi-
_tea<ly mode at tL center-of-gravity location of 0.25"_.
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FIOURE 6.---Comparison of critical damping of the semi-
rigid short-period mode with that of the quasi-steady
mode at a ccnter-of-grqvity location of 0.25_.
that of the quasi-steady case is shown in figure 6.
The points shown in figures 5 and 6 were computed
from the data of reference 3. The data of figure 6
indicate that at the higher values of dynamic
pressure the damping of tim short-period ease is
greater than that of the quasi-steady case. There-
fore the maximum value of the response as well
as the maximmn dynamic-response factor obtained
from the short-period ease would always bc less
than thai of the quasi-steady case. Thus t,he
ratios of maximum dynamic-response factors ob-
tained by comparing the semirigid case with the
short-period case would always be greater than
(on the conserw_tive side) or the same as those
obtained 1)y comparing the semirigid case with
the quasi-steady ease.
Rigid case. The comph'te rigid transfer func-
tion (eq. (6)) couhl also bc reduced to
EFFECT OF WING BENDING ON AIRPLANE DY-NAMIC-RESPONSE FACTOR
a,_ A_ (10)
a,--;(s)=s_ + K,s + h;
in order to define the maximum value of the time
history of incremental normal h)ad factor for tri-
angular inpuls.
TYPICAL CALCULATIONS ILLUSTRATING METHOD
Tile method used ill this study and file prepara-
tion of the desired preliminary design charts in-
volved a large number of calculations and plots,
typical samples of which are shown in figures 7
and 8.
In order to obtain tim maximum possible dy-
namic-response factor for the range of the vari-
ables, it was first necessary to calculate the time
response to triangular inputs of varying duration
(different frequency content) for each system (a
particular eonibination of the. variables). A
• 12 F
F _lnpu_
.08"-_A
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• ,04 ns_
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sample of t]wse calculations is shown in figure 7
for both the semirigid short-period and the semi-
rigid cases. Some of these computations were
carried out on automatic electronic computing
equipment, some on desk-type computers, and
some were carried o,t. by using the tables of refer-
enees 5 and 6 in conjunction with automati(.
electronic computing equipment. The dynamic-
response factor defined previously as equal ion (1)
was determined for each ease by picking the value
of the first peak of the time histories (see, for
example, fig. 7 for T_=0.4) and dividing it. by the
static value for the particular system being con-
sidered. These resulls were then plotled against
the period ratio T#T,p (ralio of the time base of
the input to the natural period of the short-l)eriod
mode) in order to determine the nmxinmm dy-
namic-response factor for each' ease. A lypieal
plot of this procedure is shown in figure 8. The
.12
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FIGURE 7.--Typical center-of-gravity incremental normal-lo:ut-fact,or time responses of the semirigM short-poxiod and
semirigid eases with a frequency ratio (¢0,)d(_o,)., of 1.9 to isosceles t ri.mgle inputs. (w_)._=3.162; },_=0.38;
(_o_)/= 6.0; _s=: 0.02.
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data of figure S are for the same eases as those of
figure 7, the four points shown in figure 8 ]roving
been computed from the results shown in figure 7.
From plots such as that shown in figure g, it
was possit)le to ascertain the magnitude and trends
of the effects of the proximity of the frequencies
of the lowest sh'uetural mode and the airplane
hmgitudinal short-period mode (m the incremental
normal-load dynamic-response fa('h)r a{ the air-
phme center of gravity. The i)lotting of th(,se
calculations resulted in the desire(| preliminary
design charts.
RANGE OF' VARIABLES
The results of this study are believed to be valid
over a range of variables as follows: dynamic
pressure front 100 to 800 pounds per square foot,
wing sweep angles fl'om 0° to 60 °, ratios of wing
mass to airplane mass of 0.15 to 0.50; center-of-
gravity location from 0.25 to 0.45 mean aero-
dynamic chord, ratios of damped wing lowest
structural frequen('y to damped airl)lan(' longi-
tudinal short-period frequency from 1 to 15, and
damping of the wing h)west sh'uetural mode and
airl)lane longihMina] shol't-period mode from 0 Io
95 percent of critical damping.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of this paper are summarized in lhe
form of preliminary design elm rts. As mentioned
previously, t.hese design charts were obtained from
plots such as those of figure S covering a eomphqe
range of eomt)inaiions of t,he variables.
The elmer given as figure 9 is a plot of tlte
ralios of mnximunl dynamic-response faelors
(')',r),_/('Y._v)m,_ against the ratio of the struelural-
nmde natural frequency divided by the semMgid
short-period natural frequency, the damping of t.he
stru(.luval mode being held constant at 2 percent
of critical d'm_ping. The d_da of figllre 9 were
reduced to a more compact form by converting
the abscissa to _ ratio of the damped frequency of
the strut.rural mode and the damped semirigid
short-period frequency. This simplification is
given as the design ellal'I shown in figtl!'e 10.
The design clmrl shown in figure 10 indicates
thai, if the (]amped structural frequency and the
(taml)ed semirigid short-period frequency are
equal, the maximum dynamic-response factor of
the senIMgid ease will 1)e at)out 1.6 times tit(, wfltle
of the maximum dynamic-response factor for tlm
semirigid short-period ease. It can also be seen
that, wlwn the ratio of the damped structural fre-
quency and the damped semirigid short-period
frequency is greater t]lall about 6, t lwre is no in-
crease in the maximum d,ynamie-response factor
of the semirigid ease over the "value for the semi-
rigid short-period ease.
Increasing lhe dan)ping of the shorl-period mode
of the semirigid case while hohling the d0mping of
the structural mode constant also resuhs in a de-
crease in the naaximum dynamic-response factor
of the semirigid vase. This elfeet can be seen n'om
the resuhs shown in figm'e 9.
In order to investigate the effect of structural
damping on the airplam, dynamic-response factor,
calculations were made for a semMgid short-
period mode with a natural frequency of 3.162
radians per second and a damping of 38 percent
of critical daniping coupled t.o a structural mode
having variabl(, damping of 0 to 95 percej_t of
eriti('al (lampiiag and a damped frequency equal
to the semirigid short-period damped frequency
(2.926 radians per second) and equal to 5 times the
semMgid short-period danlped frequency. Dy-
namic-response-factor ratios for these cases art,
plotted against critical damping of the structural
mode in figure 11. The result shown in figure 11
indi(.,des that, for a given value of damping of the
short-period part of the semMgid case, an increase
in the damping of the structural inode results in a
decrease in the maxinmm dynamic-response factor
of lhe semirigid ease.
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FIGURE 9. --Et_('et on the ratio of m,nximum dynamic-response factors of tile proximity of the structural wdural fre-
quency to the se:mirigid short-l)eriod natural frequency. ,_.¢= 0.02.
Thus, the data o[ figures 9, 10, and !1 indicate
that, for a given .f_requency of the short-period
mode of the semirig_,d case, an increase in the fre-
quency and/or an irk_rease in damping of the struc-
tural mode and/or an increase in damping of the
semirigid short-period mode result in a decrease of
the maximum dynamic-response factor of the
semirigid case. Figures 9, 10, and i t wouhl be
the ones used by _.designer in order to obtain an
estimate of the increase in the incremental nor-
mal-load short-period dynamic-response factor at
the airphme center of gravity due to the proximity
of the frequency 6f the lowest wing structural
mode to that of the airplane longitudinal short-
period mode. Use of these figures presumes, as
mentioned earlier, tlmt the designer would he al)le
to estimate t,he maximum longitudinal short-
period response and would have an estimate of the
lowest wing structural frequency and damping of
the lowest, wing structural mode.
Another design figure which may be ,set,1 is
one whie]l gives the effect of the proximity of !he
slt'tlCtl.lral nalura] frequency to the short-perio(1
natural frequency on the maximum semirigid
dynamic response wlien compared with the senti-
rigid short-t)eriod static wdue. This result was
easily obtained by plotting the semirigid maximum
dynamic-response factor for each case (obtained
from plots such as fig. 8 and noting thai, as point ed
ou_ earlier, the static value of t.he semirigid and
scmMgid short-period eases are equal) against the
ratio of the structural natural frequency to the
semirigid short-period natural frequency. Suelt
a plot is presented as figaro, 12.
The designer could use the (,harl given in figure
12 under the same restri('tions as were menlioned
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for the previous charts with one exception. This
exception is that in using this char! the designer
would need to know only the airplane longitudinal
short-period steady-state response rather than the
ma×imum short-period response.
The elite! of the input-time base on the dy-
namic-response-factor ratio may also be of interest,
and can be determim, d from plots such as that of
figure 8. In this ease, rather than express the
maximum values of the dynamic-response factor
as ratios, the vahws of the dynamic-response fac-
tor of the semirigid and short-period frequencies
are expressed as ratios at specific values of t]w
period ratio T_/T,p and are plotted against the
period ratio. Typical plots of ibis dynamic-
response-factor ratio are shown in figure 13 for
three wdues of short-period damping.
The base of the input thai gives the maxinmm
dynamic-response factor is, of course, diffcren! for
each case, depending on the damping of the two
modes. It was usually greater than about 0.7
of the natural period of the short period for all the
cases studied in this paper. Examination of plots,
such as those sho_m in figure 13, indicate that,
when compared for the same triangle base, the
EFFECTOFVTINGBENDINGONAIRPLANEI)YNAMIC-RESPONSEFACTOR 13
1
Frequencyratio, (_n)f/(_n)s p
Fzcu_ 12. Effect of the proximity of the structural ]_atural frequency Io lhe semirigid short-period natural frequency
on the semirigid maximum dynamic-re._ponse factor. _/y=0.02.
highest ratio of dynamic-response fac(or for a fre-
quency ratio of 1.0 will be ol)tained from triangu-
lar inpuls with a base equal to 0.6 to 0.8 of the
natural period of tlw short period. For frequency
ratios greater than 1.0, the ratio of dynamic-
response factors is greatest for triangles with a
base equal to less than 0.1 of the natural period of
the short period. Thus, it is difficult to pinpoint
a specific triangle base as being t,]w one giving lhe
most severe results.
Since airplanes operate al flight conditions (alti-
tude, airspeed, center-of-gravity location) which
are constanlly changing, the freqlwney ra(io for a
particular configuration will not be eonstan(.
Present-day large high-speed airplanes with thin,
high-aspecl-ralio, flexible wings are operating in
the frequency-ralio range of roughly 4 to 10.
The conditions for which tlle frequency ratio will
be a minimum depends somewhat on the configu-
ration but, in general, operations at low altitude,
high airspeed, and forward center-of-gravity posi-
tion should r(,sul! in the lowest, frequency ratio.
This effect can ])e seen in figure ]4 where the cffecl
of dynamic pressure and airplane configuration
on the proximity of the damped frequency of the
structural mode to tha( of t]w short-period mode
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is giw,n. The dala of It|is figure were converted
from lile data of reference 3.
The dala of figure 14 s]|ow [hat, for airplanes
with unswept wit_gs or win_ with very ]it tie sweep,
the frequencies of the modes are brought into
<'loser proximity by an increase in the dynamic
pressure or, for a given dynamic presmlre, by
moving the center of gravity forward. For
wings with sweep angles gTeater than about 30 °,
these {rends of tile effects of dynamic pressure
and center-of-gravity position on the proximity
of the frequencies of lhe modes are the same.
For these cases, howevm', the aeroelaslic effects
caused 17.5-increasing Ihe d.wmmie pressure usually
cause [l|e short-period mode 1-become stalieally
o Center of gravity at 0.25_
[] Center of gravity ot 0.35_
0 200 400 600 800 1,000 1,200
Dynamic pressure, q, Ib/sq ft
Ftnl'aE 14. Effeci of dynamic pressure q on lhe frequency
ratio (wa)_/(_d). v for various wing sweep :ingle,% wing-
mass-to-airplane-mass ratios, and ccnler-of-gn_viiy
locations,
unslat|le (indieaied in fig. 14 by the frequency
ratio going to infinity) before the frequencies
of the modes can be brought together. Thus,
for a given configuration the opt, rating eon(litions
will determine the relative proximity of the
f,'equencies of the two mode_ and at whal 1)oint
on tile abscissas of the design charls ihe airplane
is operating.
It is well to emphasize lhat the preliminary
design clmrts given are only meant to give first-
order effects and lo apply only to systems which
arc sl.atically and (tym_mically sial)h,. Further-
more, since Ihe curve giv_'n in figure 10 is an
envelope of the maximum values of the converled
data of figm'e 9, it will normally give conservative
values of the ratio of maximum dynamic-response
factors. Finaliy, for a particular design probh,m
a deiai]ed analysis in<,luding all ll_e vai'ialfles
shoul(t be made ir the 'q'uh,-of-thumb" value fl)r
tim ratio of n_axinmm dynamic-response faclors
_ven 173 the chart i,uti('ah,s the possibilily of a
dangerous sil ual ion.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results of this S[tldy of the effect of the
frequency of the ill'st wing bending mode on llle
airplane dynamic-response lacier indicaled lhat
lhe maximum center-of-gravily load-factor re-
sponse to a triangular-shaped pulse elevator input
could be adequately delermined by using a
simplified transfer function for tile semirigid aml
quasi-stalie cases. The use of the short-period
part of the semMgid transfer function as a 1),tsis
of comparison gave results which were either equal
ta or on the conservative side ()/' those that wouhl
have been obtained from the quasi-steady transfer
fun(',( ion.
As a result o1" the reduelion in [he number of
terms ol)tained by using the simplified transfer
function_, it wa,_ po_sihle to construct design
(,harts whMt provide trends and rulc-of-thumb
estimales of lhe ell'eel of the frequency of lhe
first wing-1)ending mode on the airplane dynamic-
response f'l<'tor. "File ('harts show llml the maxi-
mum dynamic-response fa<'tor for tile semMgid
case will be 1.6 times that of the short-l)eriod (.use
when tilt, damped frequencies of the struclm'al
mode and short-period mode are equal, Further-
more, when the frequency ratio is greater tlmn
qboul 6, a, lightly damped structural mode has
little or no effect on tile dynamic-response-
factor ratio at the aiq)lane center of gravily, and,
as the damping of the struch,ral mode increases,
the frequency ralio Ill which the structural mo<lc
ha_ negligible effect also decreases. Finally, the
charts in<lica, te that the semMgid maximum
dynamic-response faclor can be as much as 2.4
times the steady-state value of (he system,
depending on the daml)ing of the structural aim
short-period modes and on the ratio of (he na(ural
frequencies of tile two modes.
The dynamic-response factor for a particular
configm'ation will vary with the operating condi-
tions (principa]ly with dynamic pressure) but
shouhl be a maximum at, fligh! conditions of low
altitude, high airspeed, nn(t forward <',,i,ter-of
gravil,v posit ion.
It, should be repeated that for a particular
design problem a detailed amdysis should be
made if the rule-of-thumb value given by tile
design charts indicates the possil)ility of a dan-
gcrou,< situation.
]':_ANGI,EY ]_F,_EARCIt CqENTER_
NA'rmx,,CL A m¢o,xAxvrms AND SVaCt': AD,',nxrs'ra._.'rmx,
LANC, LEY FIELD. VA.. February 21, 1958.
APPENDIX A
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The equalions of molion used in lhis paper will
be given here brieflv for tilt, convenience of the
reader. A complete developnwnt of these equa-
tions is slmwn in references 3 and 4. The equalions
are derived on the basis of the l,agrangian equa-
tion:
d ,"0E_\ bE_ bE,, , (A1)
,tt
where
El:
Ep
0
kinetic energy
potential energy
generalized coordinate
The nondimensionaI equations of motion thus derived are:
. I _ - "1 , C (2.
....
2.'l_hD =[li 2Az_D(_--0)-i-2Ao, D'O }-2.1iTCH--(',. o_--I)0 ( C G --H(Cr.)--DH((',,,.)-- ('r_ Aa,
a.nd by defildtion
F,_ generalized force
The three generalized coordinates used are:
Z vert ical transhttion
0 pitching velocity
h, disl}laeemenl of wing lip due 1o l}{,nding of
elastic wing
For an unswel}t wing the flexibh,-wing mode
s|,ape consists of bending A(?/); and for a swept
wing the flexible-wing nmde shape consisls of
bending .f_(y) combined wi0, twisting per unit
bending defleclion al, the wing tip f}(y). The
spanwise l}en{ling is nsually assumed to be para-
bolic and the spanwise {wisI, linear.
(.A2)
(AS)
(A4)
A_, I'('DO Do) (AS)
Simultaneous solution of equations (A2), (A3), (A4), and (AS) results in the semirigid transfer function
given as equation (3).
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APPENDIX B
DEFINITION OF TRANSFER-FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS
The t ransfi,r eoefllcients u_ed for the _nalysis are defined in this appendix.
SEMIRIGID CASE
The coefficM]ts fop the semirigid ca.so axe
,) 1f_o 4(_Kr:.|h_--.|o,/) (._---2 U v,,.,)--2(Ao,,.lz,,C,,,,Jc4_zKrL.t_2)
(_=_{4uN_._[:Iz,,(P,%TCx,,u)--/I_hC._o] /l _ 4-9-N 2(, 2" _ , 1
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1 9 1
q 4, 10n(/l0,,Q_.. .--" lz,,(-',,,.)+.10nE,,,_o. Cv-,,, + 2 tzn2P,.,., _ )
., I " _ 9 1
(- _ _]_( 4_u_{ r _ (_#-2_ CN_") _2q- 2#_r2(CA_ C_ n-(``GCx_H-_ 2/|z'_(_`.H)-F(_ _`f``_'_'_
"" k.2
9 1 9 ¢1 1
9 1 1
• %/ ot " {i _. a
]':',,,,)]+-%(
(, 1 2 , ,} 1 (_,,_, _2u 1_
9 1 1(_ )I ( ",,o CF,,) (--'_--2 _,'_)+ ( CGCx,m--Cx_C,'I),--2Az_C.,_,,) _ _
C,, I f
9 .Iz,,+ l} 9 1
,, I" (4 "lo,,_U_.--4 "lz/,.,'10a(",,, 4U[C 2 "lh,,C',, "_
(7'_=.lt.,l" _.'l,,,,CTq ( (-'., ,},. -F (",,,¢) -- il_,,(-',,,, ((-'x,,,.q- C,.q) -F2.de_,Q,. ` (2..tz,-- C,,,bH)-F2 (-lz,,(",,,,
1 ,) 1
--_. o,,C.,_,)(_Az,,+ 2 C%)+ 2C,,,,(=lo,,Qv,}_+-- 2Az,,') + 2/s,{r_(T,mC,_,J
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QUASI-STEAI)Y CASE
The eoellMcnts used in the analysis for the quasi-ste'My ('a,_e are as follows:
o 1 C ",) .... 2 C ')" C o 1+,+=,o,....
,, 1 = 1 o 1 1 1
l l--- E
o " _C l
, , ! -1 2=Fo
o 1 .,_q)_.F2( :,, (_F,Cv,, l+ C.,J.-',.. (--.u-- 2 (7 1
r'_=_i:_ [- :'/q:"C',( 2"b'_- <;,,)+2"MQ%'- G/',,,.)I
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EFFECT OF W'ING BENDING ON AIRPLANE DYNAMIC-RESPONSE FACTOR
RIGID CASE
The transfer functions used in the analysis for the rigid case are as follows:
o 1 o 1C_,l>. __2_[(r2(_ q - 1
" 9 |
V
K'7=--_ (-C.oc,,,, icv, G.o)
.qtto " ,
., I" 9 I o 1 _ I
I{" 9= _/_,V (__2uKr_Cv_)
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APPENDIX C
CONVERSION FACTORS FOR DIMENSIONALIZING THE NONDIMENSIONAL TRANSFER-FUNCTION
COEFFICIENTS
The conversion fa('tors for dimensionalizing l]le
nondimensional lransfel' fulrl('lions for lhe senii-
rigid case are a._ fi)llows:
x¢ /
<::fly,,, <,
_- \_-) , =
, /V\ 4
,,.:Lv) <"o
The conversion faclors for dimensionalizing lhe
nondiniensional tl'ansfer funclions for Ihe quasi-
sleady ease are as follows:
Pl:(_) I"i P_: I"a
The conversion factors for dimensionalizing the
nondimensional transf,u" functions for the rigid
ease are as follows:
/(k_l : (_) 111'' I I/IZ7 Q_)'[£' 7
_" 2
'<,,
'[_ 3IG :=:(- ] K'= ,r(_= E'_
',('/
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